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The Rising Cost of Food

Notes from the ED

The topic of inflation is clearly front and center for all of us right now, impacting our decisions on what to buy at the grocery store, where we can afford to live, how to minimize travel to reduce fuel costs, and determining what necessities we can afford as we grapple with these challenges. Far too many are throwing in the towel because it becomes too risky financially to continue. There is no one single action we can take to halt rising food costs, but this seems like a great time to buy locally when we can. The climate is not the only factor behind increased costs. Not surprisingly, it has become especially tough for low-income households who were already trying to stretch limited income to cover the bills, with many more joining their ranks and wondering how they will keep up. Our focus here at Food for People is clearly on food access, but we can’t ignore the complexity of inflationary triggers that ripple through our economy and impact what we eat for dinner.

There are a number of factors driving increased food costs, which started during the pandemic when supply chains suffered major disruptions as restaurants shut down and we all rushed to stock our shelves. Meat prices were the first to rise as crop failures, severe weather, and disease took their toll. The most obvious of these is the war in Ukraine which is having a significant impact on fuel costs and the global food supply as one of the world’s largest producers of wheat.

Severe and erratic weather events triggered by climate change have also increased in frequency and intensity, resulting in drought, fires, and floods that have destroyed homes, crops, and farmland. Here in California, which produces one-third of the vegetables and two-thirds of the fruits we consume nationwide, almost 400,000 acres of farmland were left unplanted last year due to a lack of water, resulting in the loss of $1.1 billion in income and 9,000 jobs in agriculture. And it’s projected that more than a million acres will be left fallow this year. According to Karen Ross, California Department of Food and Agriculture (CDFA) Secretary, rice production alone will be cut from 500,000 acres to 250,000 acres. A late freeze this spring has already damaged cherry and peach crops in California, and last year’s extreme heat in the early part of the growing season caused fruit to shrivel on vines and trees before they could be harvested. USDA, which purchases fruits, vegetables, grains, and meat for the Emergency Food Assistance Program (EFPAP) and ships them to food banks and schools, has also experienced canceled orders due to lack of availability and increased costs. Fuel costs are another huge factor in harvesting and processing food and then transporting it from the farms to the grocery stores. The U.S. has significantly supplemented food supplies with imported foods when there were isolated crop losses (an estimated 15% of the food we consume is imported) but higher transportation costs across greater distances could hardly be considered a cost-effective solution. And then there is the war in Ukraine which is having a significant impact on food costs and the global food supply as one of the world’s largest producers of wheat.

I’m certainly no economist, but given all of these factors, I don’t think we can anticipate any substantial drop in food prices in the near future, as shown on the chart produced by USDA reflecting increased costs over the period of just one year. Food for People will continue to be resourceful as we come to sourcing healthy and affordable foods for the people we serve and will draw heavily on our partnerships with the California Association of Food Banks and local and regional food producers, and the support provided by you - our community - to make it work.

The Southern Humboldt Food Bank is located by the state legislature is used to purchase foods produced in Humboldt County, a grant from Catch Together will provide us with income and 9,000 jobs in agriculture. And it’s projected that more than a million acres will be fallow this year. According to Karen Ross, California Department of Food and Agriculture (CDFA) Secretary, rice production alone will be cut from 500,000 acres to 250,000 acres. A late freeze this spring has already damaged cherry and peach crops in California, and last year’s extreme heat in the early part of the growing season caused fruit to shrivel on vines and trees before they could be harvested. USDA, which purchases fruits, vegetables, grains, and meat for the Emergency Food Assistance Program (EFPAP) and ships them to food banks and schools, has also experienced canceled orders due to lack of availability and increased costs. Fuel costs are another huge factor in harvesting and processing food and then transporting it from the farms to the grocery stores. The U.S. has significantly supplemented food supplies with imported foods when there were isolated crop losses (an estimated 15% of the food we consume is imported) but higher transportation costs across greater distances could hardly be considered a cost-effective solution. And then there is the war in Ukraine which is having a significant impact on food costs and the global food supply as one of the world’s largest producers of wheat.

I’m certainly no economist, but given all of these factors, I don’t think we can anticipate any substantial drop in food prices in the near future, as shown on the chart produced by USDA reflecting increased costs over the period of just one year. Food for People will continue to be resourceful as we come to sourcing healthy and affordable foods for the people we serve and will draw heavily on our partnerships with the California Association of Food Banks and local and regional food producers, and the support provided by you - our community - to make it work.

The Southern Humboldt Food Bank is located by the state legislature is used to purchase foods produced in Humboldt County, a grant from Catch Together will provide us with
Volunteers Harvest Excess Produce

Judy Silvers: Gleaner, Gardener, & Giver

By Julie Ryan, Volunteer & Direct Services Manager

An energetic woman bustled into the Food for People warehouse with a jar of fresh pressed apple juice to share with staff and volunteers. She said that she and her friends rescued apples and pressed them. “That’s my first memory of Judy Silvers who has been a gleaning volunteer at Food for People since 2017. I asked Judy how she got into gleaning, and a wonderful story unfurled like new spring leaves. Growing up on a farm in Minnesota, Judy says she didn’t think about growing food. “It was hard work and I didn’t know why our dad used methods like rotating crops to replenish the soil. I just knew I wanted to graduate and get off the farm.” Fast forward to Idaho in the 1970s, and Judy and friends went to glean a field after the machine had harvested the potato crop for the first time, and she was hooked. Later she was part of a Food Co-op in Oregon.

When asked what she enjoys about gleaning with Food for People, Judy says she didn’t think about growing food. “It was hard work and I didn’t know why our dad used methods like rotating crops to replenish the soil. I just knew I wanted to graduate and get off the farm.” Fast forward to Idaho in the 1970s, and Judy and friends went to glean a field after the machine had harvested the potato crop for the first time, and she was hooked. Later she was part of a Food Co-op in Oregon.

Farmers would call, and “we would glean cauliflower—the little ones the machine didn’t pick—and sell them at the Co-op and share them with the Co-op families.”

When asked what she enjoys about gleaning with Food for People, Judy is quick to say how much she has enjoyed meeting people who welcome gleaners to their properties. “Repeat people, Judy is quick to say how much she has enjoyed meeting people who welcome gleaners to their properties. “Repeat people, Judy is quick to say how much she has enjoyed meeting people who welcome gleaners to their properties. “Repeat people, Judy is quick to say how much she has enjoyed meeting people who welcome gleaners to their properties.

When we do get to continue to upgrade the bag, bolstering the normal food items with an array of donated food from Wildberries, one of our regular committed sponsors, or on great deals we found through our food distributors. Boxes of granola bars, extra mac and cheese, and cereal were just some of the foods we were able to incorporate. The kids seemed to really appreciate it! We sent out a survey to the kids about what they liked most about the foods they were getting and we got a lot of great feedback. The majority felt like it has enough food for the weekend, and most feel like there was enough to be able to share it with their family.

One student mentioned that he liked the bag of food because “We will never run out of food.” Another said, “It helps out when we are low on food.” One youngster announced, “the food makes me stronger!” And yet another student said “We like the delicious healthy food, and that there are nice people that help others out. Thank you!”

As the summer is fast approaching, we are gearing up for a switch to a program that was created out of the need brought on by changes due to COVID. Schools in the more populated regions of Humboldt County are providing lunches to students during the summer months now more than ever. We, at Food for People, saw a need in the more rural communities. So we created a “Children’s Summer Food Box Program”, which is giving students and families food in Southern Humboldt, Carlotta, Bridgeville, Loleta, Manila, Willow Creek, and Hoopa. These boxes are similar in structure to the Backpack food bags, but they are bigger to accommodate the food needs of families during the summer months when school is out and a lot of kids are home more, and hungry! This program has proven to be a success, so we are happy to be able to provide these communities with the extra food support to alleviate some of the financial constraints they find themselves in. Each of these families will be given a box of shelf-stable items, and a bag of fresh, local fruits and vegetables. We love that we are able to partner with local farmers so we can give some of the students produce that was grown in their own backyard. What a special perk to be able to share Humboldt County’s fresh abundance!
There is no doubt the last few years have put us through the ringer - sewer disaster, pandemic, wildfires, and construction delays - some days it feels like we’ve seen it all. But things are looking up. Food for People is extremely excited to announce that the rebuild of our facility has begun! In April we held a groundbreaking to kick things off. Now, more than a month later the slab has been poured and the metal structure of the building is in the process of being assembled. If you drive by the old location at 307 W 14th Street you can see the impressive progress being made thanks to the hard work of our friends at Greeway Partners and Pacific Builders. Currently, we are on schedule to complete construction and open to the community by early 2023.

The new facility will transform and streamline Food for People’s operations. Not only will our staff be all under one roof again, eliminating our current transportation and logistic issues, but the added height and storage space will also allow us to expand our services to ensure we can address the increasing food assistance needs of Humboldt County. The pandemic caused our distributions to grow by more than 33% and we are now seeing numbers rise even more. With the costs of food, gas and most other day-to-day necessities continually rising it is vital that we are able to respond to this growing need to keep our community healthy and strong. Our mission has long been centered on improving the health outcomes of our community which is why we also will be adding more cold storage to allow us to store and prioritize more fresh produce for our countywide hunger relief programs. In addition to being a hub for countywide food assistance programs, this facility will also include a larger onsite Choice Food Pantry to serve seniors, children, and families with dignity.

One of our key priorities when designing the building was to plan responsibly for the future which is why we are including solar to help offset the cost of our refrigeration and freezer system and allow us to charge our refrigerated vehicles that serve the far reaches of the county. In addition, we are building disaster response resiliency into the new building. Not only will we have the space to store emergency foods we will have backup power to ensure that when a disaster strikes the food bank will remain operational.

We are incredibly grateful for how far we’ve come and what lies ahead. In order to complete this project we needed to raise $6.1 million. Thanks to the incredible support of the community and local partners, we are well on our way with $5.85 million collected to date! Now we are reaching out hoping to raise the remaining $250,000 needed to get us over the finish line. You can help us rebuild a facility that will ensure every person experiencing hunger in Humboldt County can access nutritious foods in the future by making a donation at www.rebuildfoodforpeople.org or calling (707) 445-3166 extension 306.

The critical need for food access that we experienced at the onset of the pandemic continues to persist, and we are calibrating for the new normal. Humboldt residents continue to seek resources to address food security, and the data suggests a climbing need for our emergency community distributions. In addition to our core programs, we’ve learned that supplemental drive-through distributions throughout the year are a welcome option for keeping food on folks’ tables. Like many food banks across the country, we established additional drive-thru distributions during the pandemic as a safe way to distribute food on a large scale. This model has proven to be effective, and we have continued doing these types of distributions.

In January we hosted a Winter Drive-Through Food Distribution at the Bayshore Mall that was intended to help people stock up on pantry items. We used this as an opportunity to offer a variety of foods, distributing fresh produce, meat, canned goods, pantry packaged foods, and even toilet paper. In three hours, we distributed 13,000 pounds of food that served 358 households, accounting for 916 individual household member. Compared to our similar summer distribution in 2021, the number of households increased by about 100. In April we hosted another drive-through distribution that saw similar numbers to the January event, but the lines were longer than usual, and people waited up to an hour and a half to get through the car line. We had an overflow of cars that extended to another parking lot, and at the end of our allotted time we still had a line of cars. We learned that the need is bigger than what we planned for previously, and we could have doubled our number of volunteer, staff, and distribution hours. It’s hard to know if this uptick in numbers is pandemic related, the result of the rising cost of living expenses like gas and food prices, or reduced levels of pandemic-related resources, but the result left us adjusting our Emergency Community Distributions program to meet the demand.

We plan on continuing these types of distributions throughout the year, with an emphasis on preparing for the fall, winter, and spring months. These large-scale drive-through distributions are only possible with the support of our partners, who have the passion and dedication to continue this work with us. To help us set up the logistical flow of traffic, we call on Uplift Eureka whose program’s purpose is to identify community resources for those in need. In addition we’ve developed a great relationship with the property managers of the Bayshore Mall, who allow us to use the parking lot space for our Eureka drive-through distributions. With their efforts to make the mall a community hub where people can access resources, we feel at home with our hosts. By sharing a goal with Upift Eureka and the Bayshore mall, we are confident that these continued partnerships will help us serve our community.

Food for People’s new facility is on schedule for completion in early 2023!
Grow a Garden with CalFresh
By Heidi McHugh, Community Education & Outreach Coordinator

Food for People’s CalFresh Outreach team connects income-eligible community members with the benefits of CalFresh through a federally funded nutrition assistance program that provides money to purchase food at grocery stores and farmers’ markets. In addition to helping people apply for CalFresh, we assist with reports and recertifications to maintain these benefits, and we help people understand where and how these benefits can be spent. What many do not know is that food-producing seeds, starts, plants, and trees can be purchased with CalFresh!

In Humboldt County our farmers’ markets accept CalFresh benefits and offer Match-Money—an innovative match benefit program available at farmers’ markets in Arcata, Eureka, Garberville, Fortuna, Garberville, Miranda, and Shelter Cove. CalFresh shoppers who swipe their EBT cards at the farmers’ market receive a bonus, bringing their dollars’ market dollars FREE. This is a great way for current CalFresh recipients to stretch their dollars for healthy foods at Humboldt County farmers’ markets. Purchasing CalFresh eligible seeds, starts, and trees can extend those dollars even further.

Food for People regularly provides education on using CalFresh to grow a garden. Our “Grow Your Garden with CalFresh” brochure describes how to apply for CalFresh, how to use these benefits at farmers’ markets and plants that produce food, and basic tips for starting one’s own garden. This brochure is available in English and Spanish. A current North Coast Grower’s Association farmers’ market schedule is available on the back of the brochure.

As a companion to this project, our Garden Growing Cards series explains how to grow many vegetables and fruits in a Humboldt County garden, from seed to harvest. The back of each card includes information about CalFresh, and how and where to apply in Humboldt County. We offer three series of Garden Growing Cards: English, Spanish, and native language seeds.

These resources are available at Food for People’s distribution sites, farmers’ markets, and can be downloaded from our website at https://foodforpeople.org/gardening.

Our “Grow Your Garden with CalFresh” brochure is available in English and Spanish. A current North Coast Grower’s Association farmers’ market schedule is available on the back of the brochure.

Garden Growing Cards series explains how to grow many vegetables and fruits in a Humboldt County garden, from seed to harvest. The back of each card includes information about CalFresh, and how and where to apply in Humboldt County. We offer three series of Garden Growing Cards: English, Spanish, and native language seeds.

These resources are available at Food for People’s distribution sites, farmers’ markets, and can be downloaded from our website at https://foodforpeople.org/gardening.

For more information call Food for People’s CalFresh Outreach Line at 707-255-4667.

Move To End Hunger
A Hike/Jog/Walk-a-Thon celebrating food security
WEEK OF MAY 22-26 GROUP EVENT
JUNE 9TH - 10AM-1PM
1 mile, 3 mile, & 4.5 mile courses
At the Arcata Marsh

FOR MORE INFO & REGISTRATION VISIT foodforpeople.org

Move to End Hunger registration comes with one raffle entry

For more info call 707-255-4667 or visit foodforpeople.org

Food for People is the Food Bank for Humboldt County

Our hard-working letter carriers collected more than 20,000 lbs of food during this year’s Stamp Out Hunger Food Drive.

Each year on the second Saturday in May, the National Association of Letter Carriers hosts a nationwide food drive to “Stamp out Hunger,” in partnership with local pantries and food banks. This year, Saturday, May 14th marked the 30th annual Letter Carriers Food Drive, after a two-year hiatus due to the pandemic. The Letter Carriers’ Food Drive is the largest single-day food drive in the nation, and at the local level, all residents of Humboldt County are asked to participate by leaving donations of nonperishable food items by their mailboxes. The hard-working local Letter Carriers Union partners closely with Food for People and our network of pantries, to coordinate the pick-up and delivery of nonperishable food donations throughout the county. Letter carriers work on the front lines in our communities and get to know the people on their routes. They often witness first-hand the struggles some of their customers face. Thanks to the hard work and heart of our local Letter Carriers, and the generosity of our community, more than 20,000 pounds of food were collected this year countywide.

This effort by the National Association of Letter Carriers, with the help of rural carriers, other postal employees, and local volunteers, has resulted in the donation and distribution of well over one million pounds of food in Humboldt since its beginning more than twenty years ago. In Humboldt County, the food collected is used to supplement food boxes for low-income families and seniors. For People and its network of 17 pantries serve close to 16,000 Humboldt County children, seniors, and families each month. All food collected by the food drive stays in the community in which it was donated, to help local individuals and families in need.

The food received through this annual food drive helps Food for People replenish the shelves of our local food pantries, many of which have already distributed the donations gathered over the holidays. The food collected during the Letter Carriers Food Drive is therefore critical in our efforts to provide assistance to low-income residents during the summer months, when schoolchildren are without the meal assistance usually provided during the school year, and families are in need of help. The timing of this food drive is especially critical this year. As pandemic assistance programs come to an end, and food costs are on the rise, many people find themselves having to choose between paying the bills or putting food on the table. We work with our local letter carriers to have the blue bags distributed to mailboxes throughout the county during the week leading up to the drive to make it easier for folks to donate. All participants have to do is fill the blue bags and set them by their mailbox, and the letter carriers do the heavy lifting!

Food for People would not be able to coordinate such a large-scale effort successfully without all of the people and organizations who contribute to our efforts year after year. We would like to acknowledge and thank Coast Central Credit Union, Ming Tree Realtors, Ray’s Food Place, Wildberries Marketplace, Bear River Casino and Resort, and Valley Pacific Renner Petroleum for the sponsorship of the pre-printed donation bags. We thank Murphy’s Markets Cutten, John’s Cigars, and Country Club Market for providing the gift certificates for our raffle prizes for letter carriers. We would also like to extend a heartfelt thank you to Los Bagels, Smug’s Pizza, and MOD pizza for donating food to feed our hardworking volunteers, letter carriers, and staff, as well as Rainbow Storage, Mad River Radio, KMUD, Eureka Broadcasting and KSUM for their help in promoting the event.

Donate online www.foodforpeople.org

By Allison Kenney, Local Food Resources Coordinator

Stamping out Hunger with Your Local Letter Carriers
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Our “Grow Your Garden with CalFresh” brochure describes how to apply for CalFresh, how to use these benefits at farmers’ markets and plants that produce food, and basic tips for starting one’s own garden. This brochure is available in English and Spanish. A current North Coast Grower’s Association farmers’ market schedule is available on the back of the brochure.

As a companion to this project, our Garden Growing Cards series explains how to grow many vegetables and fruits in a Humboldt County garden, from seed to harvest. The back of each card includes information about CalFresh, and how and where to apply in Humboldt County. We offer three series of Garden Growing Cards: English, Spanish, and native language seeds.
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McKinleyville Food Pantry
New Home & Collaboration
By Mikayla Godman, Pantry Network Coordinator

Our countywide Food Pantry Network includes 17 food pantries and 3 congregate meal sites. In McKinleyville, the food pantry is housed and operated by the McKinleyville Family Resource Center.

McKinleyville Food Pantry

Food for People’s Pantry Network consists of 17 pantries and 3 congregate meal programs throughout Humboldt County, whom we provide with food and technical assistance. Many of our pantries are partnered up with churches, nonprofits, and resource centers to provide food in their local communities. One of our pantry partners is the McKinleyville Family Resource Center, which houses the food pantry for their area. After three years of hard work, the McKinleyville Family Resource Center has started serving clients at their new location at 1615 Heartwood Drive, at The Center at McKinleyville. This state of the art facility covers 13,000 square feet in the heart of McKinleyville and is close to public transportation, for ease of access. Their new offices have grown their ability to serve their community to a tremendous degree. In addition to hosting their brand new pantry, The Center includes community areas, meeting rooms, classrooms, a demonstration kitchen, and a playground.

The McKinleyville Family Resource Center is leading a multi-organizational partnership that makes the center a one-stop shop for all clients’ social services needs. The Center at McKinleyville is a collaboration between the McKinleyville Family Resource Center, the Humboldt County Department of Health and Human Resources, Open Door Community Health Centers, and Cal Poly Humboldt Department of Social Work. These organizations have joined forces in order to be more effective, more equitable, and to improve access to services. Working in close proximity will also improve coordination, provide opportunities for cross-organizational training, and inspire innovative solutions to challenges. This collaboration has grown in order to accomplish five main goals: improve health and well-being, connect the community, encourage safe and nurturing families, promote economic stability and success, and to build collaborative systems that are both innovative and effective. The pantry works with Food for People and local organizations in order to provide healthy food for people who need a little extra help throughout the month. Meanwhile, the Center also provides a place where people can come together for free or low cost community activities, learn about opportunities for civic engagement, and provide input on ways to improve services at the Center. This community engagement is exemplified by the fact that the pantry program alone attracts roughly 2,000 hours of volunteer time per year.

Encouraging healthy families is the cornerstone of the mission of The Center. Families, whether they are connected by biological ties or not, are the framework of healthy societies. By providing access to support and services, The Center aims to ensure that families are able to achieve the foundational necessities of food, shelter, and stability. Once these basic needs are met, people are then free to pursue economic development opportunities and become empowered to reach self-sufficiency.

The opening of The Center at McKinleyville represents the culmination of several years of work and the collaboration of many touchstone organizations that provide valuable services to the community. By bringing everything together, hopefully it will be easier than ever for people and families to get all the help they need to be supported and feel empowered to reach their community. The Center at McKinleyville celebrated its grand opening on May 20th, and is open for action, so check it out and see what is available!

Locally Delicious Farmers Fund

Contracts with Local Farmers Help Food Bank Clients
By Allison Kenney, Local Food Resources Coordinator

This year’s fundraising efforts for the “Food for People Farmer Fund”, a collaboration between Locally Delicious and Food for People, were once again a success. This unique partnership aims to help local family farmers and provide those who use our services with high quality, locally grown produce. The farmers receive an economic stimulus up front through their contract with Food for People, at the beginning of the season when input costs are especially high and profits are generally low. Food for People is then able to provide locally grown, high-quality food for our clients. With the rising cost of food, gasoline, and just about everything else, the Locally Delicious contracts we offer to our local farmers are especially helpful this year.

Food for People tries to balance the diversity of contracts from long-time, established farmers with whom we’ve worked with for several years, with small, up-and-coming farmers who are just beginning to spread their roots in the Humboldt agricultural scene and can use the funds to help expand their level of production. The fund is well known throughout the farming community and encourages and supports local, small-scale food production. The only criterion necessary to be considered for the Farmer Fund, are farms that have a local origin and encourage safe and nurturing families, promote economic stability and success, and to build collaborative systems that are both innovative and effective. The pantry works with Food for People and local organizations in order to provide healthy food for people who need a little extra help throughout the month. Meanwhile, the Center also provides a place where people can come together for free or low cost community activities, learn about opportunities for civic engagement, and provide input on ways to improve services at the Center. This community engagement is exemplified by the fact that the pantry program alone attracts roughly 2,000 hours of volunteer time per year.

This year we will also continue to use Locally Delicious funds to connect farmers in outlying areas of the county with our satellite pantry locations and children’s summer food box programs, to facilitate direct deliveries of fresh produce to those sites. These partnerships allow our remote pantries and programs to offer clients produce grown right in their communities, while celebrating eating seasonally and supporting the nutritional, economic, and environmental benefits. When we link our remote, rural program sites directly with nearby farms, it helps farmers cut back on transportation costs too, and makes for great, localized community connections.

Support for this year’s Farmer Fund comes from many partners in the community such as the McLean Foundation, Locally Delicious, Redwood Capital Bank as well as many individual contributions from generous community members. We are incredibly grateful for the support of our community. Since its inception, nearly $195,000.00 has been raised for the Farmer Fund, and more than 134,000 pounds of produce have been purchased for Food for People’s programs! We want to thank Locally Delicious and the Heirloom Tomatoes (the fabulous folks who’ve run it) for their ongoing commitment to local food advocacy and support for this program, as well as the many other partners and donors who make this possible.

Our Senior and Homebound programs use the produce purchased through our Locally Delicious contracts and serve one of the largest, most vulnerable populations. In turn, recipients have access to fresh, nutritious and sustainably grown produce that they may otherwise be unable to afford.

The Farmers Fund allows us to contract with farmers early in the season to provide up-start funds for crops to be used in our programs throughout the summer.
With summer around the corner, Food for People’s Free Produce Markets are set to return in June. These tailgate distributions are a result of our partnership with California Emergency FoodLink, which works with farmers to provide food banks across the state with fresh fruits and vegetables at the peak of California’s harvest season. This year we will be setting up across the county, just as we have in the past, to ensure this resource is available to Humboldt County residents.

In Southern Humboldt we will partner with the Garberville Pantry (at the Presbyterian Church), the First Baptist Church in Redway, and the Southern Humboldt Family Resource Center. These partners offer a location and volunteers that are essential to our operations. In Fortuna we will continue to distribute at the Fortuna Adventist Community Services parking lot, and have a dedicated group of community volunteers that have worked at this distribution for the past several years. In Eureka we will return to the Bayshore Mall and work with Uplift Eureka and additional volunteers to execute the largest distribution of this kind that we do. We are fortunate to have such crucial partnerships that allow us to deliver an amazing resource to our area. Times and dates will be posted on our website, if you are interested in accessing this resource or are considering volunteering.

Our Free Produce Markets will offer fresh fruits, veggies, & other cooking staples at 4 locations this summer.

Mission. Food for People is working to eliminate hunger and improve the health and well-being of our community through access to healthy and nutritious foods, community education, and advocacy.

Vision. We envision a community where everyone has access to good quality, nutritious food, understands the consequences of hunger and poor nutrition, and is committed to creating a stronger, healthier Humboldt County.

More. For more information on Food for People and our county-wide hunger relief programs or for ways you can get involved visit www.foodforpeople.org.